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Abstract

Leading edge vortices can create high local pressures which in some situations may be advantageous but in others may cause damage. This paper looks at three wind engineering situations: windborne debris, roof suction on a low-rise building and pressures near the luff of a downwind sail, where the behaviour of the leading edge vortex is significant. In some of these situations the strength of the vortex varies in a random and intermittent manner while in others the process is directly linked to the motion of the structure.

Introduction

The importance of Leading Edge Vortices (LEV) is well known in low-Reynolds number aerodynamics as related to the flight of insects and small birds. For example Ellington et al. (1996) comment “Insects cannot fly, according to the conventional laws of aerodynamics: during flapping flight, their wings produce more lift than during steady motion at the same velocities and angles of attack.” This foundational paper explains this enhanced lift in the following terms: “An intense leading-edge vortex was found on the downstroke, of sufficient strength to explain the high-lift forces.” Martinez-Vazquez et al. (2012) show that in a similar manner the periodic formation of a strong LEV is important in the relatively high-Reynolds number behaviour of tumbling plates as encountered with windborne debris during extreme wind events. This situation will be discussed further in the following section.

There are a number of other high-Reynolds number situations where due to the geometry of the structure the flow separates from the leading of edge and, at least on average, reattaches at some point across the surface. In some situations, such as the conical vortices formed on delta wings, the LEV can be steady, but in many other situations the formation of an LEV may be intermittent. For example Li et al. (1999) discuss the statistics of peak pressures experienced under a leading edge vortex for a range of two-dimensional geometries and consider the significance of these for the action of fluctuating wind pressure on building cladding. In particular they note that the distribution is highly skewed towards high suction events. In this paper it is suggested that such high suction events are associated with the intermittent formation of a strong LEV which cannot be sustained indefinitely and is hence periodically shed into the flow.

A third high-Reynolds number application which appears to exhibit a combination of the characteristics of the tumbling plate and the intermittent LEV formation on a bluff body has been observed in the pressures near the leading edge of a downwind sail. In this case the motion of the yacht appears to stimulate the formation of a strong LEV which is then shed in a systematic manner. This phenomenon will be discussed in the final major section of this paper.

Windborne debris

In order to compute the trajectories of square plates a number of authors have suggested using lift and drag coefficients which are primarily based on static measurements. For example Holmes et al. (2006) show the static normal force coefficients measured in various wind tunnels and give the following fitted function

\[
C_N = \begin{cases} 
1.7\left(\alpha / 40\right) & \text{for } \alpha \leq 40^\circ \\
1.15 & \text{for } 40^\circ < \alpha < 140^\circ \\
1.7\left(180^\circ - \alpha\right) / 40 & \text{for } 140^\circ \leq \alpha \leq 180^\circ 
\end{cases}
\]  

(1)

The normal force was resolved into drag and lift components, but an additional drag coefficient of 0.1 was added to allow for the skin friction component. Thus

\[
C_D = 0.1 + C_N \sin(\alpha) \\
C_L = C_N \cos(\alpha)
\]  

(2)

However it was recognised that such static based forces do not tell the full story. Since Equation (1) is symmetric about \(\alpha = 90^\circ\), integration of Equation (2) over a 180° rotation results in a net drag force but no net lift. Tachikawa (1983) demonstrated that during autorotation of a square plate a net lift force did exist and hence Holmes et al. (2006) included a Magnus effect lift force to account for this.

The drag was determined from Equations (1-2) which give a mean drag coefficient of 0.83 and a maximum of 1.25. However both of these are significantly smaller than those measured by Tachikawa (1983) which gives mean drag coefficients of 1.19 and 1.21, for two slightly different thicknesses of square plate, and 1.29 and 1.31 for two thicknesses of aspect ratio two plates. He also shows that the typical maximum to minimum range was 3.0.

These results show that under unsteady conditions, created by the rotation of the plate, the normal force coefficient can be much higher than obtained at any angle under static conditions.

It could be suggested that such high drag coefficients are unrealistic. However a simple experiment with a 1.5 g business card measuring 55 mm x 89 mm when launched from a height of 2.4 m, with a flick to initiate rotation, shows that it can travel forwards 1.8m while descending in a time of 1.8 s. The card very quickly locks into an autorotating decent at almost constant linear and angular speed and glide slope with the card rotating about its major axis of symmetry which is almost horizontal. Simple calculations show that the card’s mean speed is 1.67 m/s, the glide angle is 53° and hence the mean drag and lift coefficients are 1.42 and 1.06 respectively. Since the drag coefficient will be very small when the card is parallel to the flow it is clear that the maximum drag coefficient must be around 2.8.
In recent years researchers from the Universities of Birmingham, Nottingham and Auckland have carried out both experimental and CFD analyses of a rotating square plates (Martinez-Vazquez et al. 2011 & 2012). The experimental programme used square plates up to 1m x 1m, with embedded differential pressure transducers. The largest plate contained 24 pressure transducers connected to six data loggers. It was mounted on a horizontal shaft and was observed to autorotate with a tip speed ratio around 0.3. Figure 1 shows an example of the normal force coefficient variation with angle of attack where the maximum value is 2.75, which occurred when the plate was almost normal to the flow and hence the maximum drag coefficient is of similar magnitude. One of the important features of these results is the fact that they do not show any sign of the stall seen in all static measurements at an angle of attack of 40°. Instead the normal force continues to increase well beyond that which occurs at any static angle. The average drag force coefficient, calculated using Equation (2), is 1.15, 38% higher than estimated from static force measurements. These high mean drag coefficients are important for windborne debris since it is primarily the drag force that determines how quickly the object will accelerate towards the wind speed, which indirectly affects the objects damage potential.

From this analysis the following observations may be made:
1. Given the right conditions an LEV can be created which results in differential pressures that are stronger than would occur in a static situation.
2. The average force created in a transient situation may be stronger than the steady value.
3. The associated moments tend to drive autorotation although these appear to weaken as the TSR increases.

**Low-rise building wind loading**

Leading edge vortex dynamics can also be important for static structures such as low rise buildings. Richards and Hoxey (2011 a&b) note that under certain conditions the minimum pressures measured on the Silsoe 6m Cube were significantly lower than might be expected from quasi-steady analysis. This particularly affected taps on the windward half of the sidewalls and roof when the wind was almost perpendicular to one face. During some experiments sonic anemometers were placed alongside (0.5 m from the centreline) Taps V8 – V11 (see Figure 2). These measured the velocity components approximately 60 mm from the roof surface. Figure 3 shows the probability density functions for the streamwise component of velocity (U) from the reference and four roof sonic anemometers.
Figure 3. Probability density functions for the U velocity component at the reference anemometer and for four sonic anemometers lying alongside Taps V8-V11. The mean wind direction was 86.5°, almost perpendicular to the windward face.

The velocity data shows that most of the time the windward half of the roof experiences reversed flow which suggests the existence of an LEV-type flow. In contrast the point three-quarters of the way across the roof (x/h = 0.76) only experiences reverse flow for 40% of the time. Flow visualisation (see Richards and Hoxey 2011b) shows that the LEV is very unsteady, at times extending across most of the roof while at other times it tightens and is then shed into the flow, before being re-established.

Observation of time histories for the taps on the roof, see Figure 4(a), shows that the minimum pressure peaks appear to be short duration spikes, primarily affecting taps V7-9. The form of these spikes can be clarified by expanding the area around the most negative of these spikes (Figure 4(b)). This reveals a sequence of events which affects all of the taps on the roof.

This particular event occurs when the reference dynamic pressure is well above the 20 minute average of 22 Pa, but does not appear to be associated with a strong gust of duration similar to the spike. The pattern of these events is made clearer by conditionally averaging close to these peaks. The trigger used here is when the pressure at Tap V8 is a local minimum and exceeds a threshold pressure equal to the mean pressure coefficient for that tap times the maximum dynamic pressure recorded in that record. The results are shown in Figure 5(a), where the pattern has been averaged over 19 events. The time has been normalised such that unit time represents the time needed for the reference wind occurring around the time of the event to move one cube height. The pattern observed does appear to be a characteristic of this flow since a similar pattern has been observed in Large Eddy Simulations of this flow (see Richards and Norris 2014) and in wind tunnel modelling at the University of Auckland as shown in Figure 5(b). The conditionally averaged U velocities from the four roof sonic anemometers are shown in Figure 5(c). It is noticeable that at the time the pressure at Tap V8 nears its minimum there is a strong reversed flow nearby. This tends to confirm that these spikes are caused by the temporary formation of a tight vortex over the windward half of the roof, which is then shed and travels across the roof.

Figure 4. Full-scale pressure data from one 20 minute run during which the wind direction was θ = 86.5°; (a) time histories for the reference dynamic pressure q and the roof pressures, and (b) the same pressures expanded around the time of the lowest pressure which occurred at Tap V8 at a time of 1079.7s.

Figure 5. Conditionally averaged result around pressure spikes: (a) From full-scale, (b) From CFD and wind tunnel and (c) full-scale pressures for Taps V8-11 along with the nearby velocities.
Downwind sail pressures

A similar sequence of pressure pulses has been observed on downwind sails. The University of Auckland Yacht Research Unit has measured the differential pressures on an asymmetric spinnaker and mainsail (for details of the system see Motta et al 2014). The transducers were arranged in five horizontal stripes on the spinnaker and three stripes on the mainsail. Figure 6 shows the pressures measured on the spinnaker over a 30s period. It can be seen that the highest differential pressures (lightest colours) occur on the 4/5th stripe near the top of the spinnaker and always occur near the luff (leading edge, which is the bottom edge of the band). A high differential pressure event seems to develop at approximately 1.7s intervals. These pressure fluctuations are highly correlated with the pitching motion of the yacht, what is not clear is whether this correlation is a matter of “cause” or “effect”. Once the pressure near the luff reaches its peak the pulse then seems to spread across the sail.

In order to highlight the sequence of events occurring at the 4/5th stripe Figure 7 shows the conditionally averaged pressures. The trigger used was the peak pressure at the second transducer. It can be seen that the peak pressure coefficient is over seven times which might be expected from wind tunnel or CFD studies such as Viola et al. (2014).

The sequence of pressure pulses suggests the formation and shedding of an LEV. With both this situation and the cube roof pressures it appears that as the vortex is shed it lifts away from the surface and hence the surface pressures become weaker.

Conclusions

Leading edge vortices can often give rise to high suction pressures and hence may lead to high forces. In some situations, such as a tumbling plate, the formation and behaviour of the LEV is driven by the movement of the structure. In other situations, such as on the roof of low-rise buildings, the LEV appears to randomly vary in strength, with the occasional formation of a strong vortex along with the associated high suction pressures. However such a strong LEV is not sustainable and so it is shed into the flow. Finally the LEV on the upper section of an asymmetric spinnaker shows some links with each of these situations, the formation of a strong LEV is stimulated by the yachts motion, but once formed this is shed into the flow.
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